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Our story began in 2003 when PNL Holdings Limited, one of the prominent corporate houses of 
Bangladesh, acquired Halda Valley Tea Estate with a vision to produce high quality tea. Today, we are 
privileged to grow exceptional quality tea for millions of tea lovers every day.  
Halda Valley Tea Estate is one of the model “A” category gardens with 100% permanent irrigation 

system and 99% clone tea plants. It was awarded the first prize in Tree Plantation Category by The 
Government of Bangladesh in 2010.  

After 13 years of inception it became one of the highest yielding garden through its 
impeccable management, best quality plants, total plantation and production process 

etc. , which complemented by the world standard permanent irrigation system. 
It’s per hector production is 3275 kgs in 2016, whereas, the national 

production average is 1320 kgs per hector.

Year wise
Yield Per Hectare
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We use modern equipment like excavator, dumper truck, earth auger / drill machine for land 
preparation for plantation and planting. As a result avarge 25 hectors of vacant land came under 
plantation every year. 
Halda is also using modern equipment like plucking machine, electric power spray, electric looping 
machine, electric weeding machine etc. that are not yet used in any other gardens in Bangladesh. 
We have built more than 40 leaf shades in various predetermined locations of the garden for 
collecting and sending the green leaf from the field to factory within a very short time for 
maintaining the quality of Tea. 
There is also well-equipped workshop for repair and maintenance of the vehicles and equipment. 

Pioneer in Mordernized tea cultivation in Bangladesh
For the first time in Bangladesh we have introduced mordernized tea plantation.

Halda Valley

Tea Garden in

Production capacity ( Yield / Hc.)

Permanent irrigation system

Applying modern technology for plantation

Producing and exporting Dragon Well Green Tea 
is No.1
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We are proud to announce that, for the first 
time in Bangladesh HV has produced The 
Dragon Well Variety Green Tea. 
Production and processing of this high 
grade and highly admired Green Tea in 
China started on 2015. But on 2016 we 
took it to a different level. We not only 
produced 1000+ Kilo of this special 
variety, but also Exported to Mainland 
China….. which is undoubtedly a Big 
Milestone in the history of Bangladesh Tea 
Industry. In China our tea will be retailed as 
brand name VENSION TEA.
 
Standout ingredients :  
1 Antioxidant flavonoids  and other polyphenols ,  
 especially catechins (Good for your heart,   
 memory, skin & more)
2. L –theanine (amino acid that may reduce stress) 
 
What Today’s research shows: 
1. Lower risk to heart attack 
2. May lower blood pressure, improve working  
 memory and protect bone health.
3. Appears  to fight infection, protect vision and  
 manage weight in the lab.
4. Possesses strong anti-cancer property.

Moderately processed tea 
leaves, steeped.
Packed with nutrients
Less caffeine than black tea
Origin : ancient Chine
World’s most popular and 
best –researched tea. 

Fast Facts:


